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PROGRAM MANAGER

Gymstar is a low hours 
competitive program with a 

strong emphasis on 
participation and achieving 
your best. Gymstar is also a 
flexible program as it caters 

for individual abilities and 
correct progression through 

ten set levels. BTYC 
Gymnastics has a very large 

and successful Gymstar 
Program. We consistently 
have every level place at 

every competition we enter 
throughout the year.

ABOUT GYMSTAR 
AT BTYC





BELIEVE 
THAT YOU 

CAN

BTYC offers two Gymstar 
streams called ‘Intermediate’ and 

‘Challenge’. Both streams are 
competitive and come into effect 

after Level 3.  At Challenge 
competitions, the emphasis is on 
participation and personal goals 

while at Intermediate 
competitions, the emphasis is on 
competing and performing well. 

Both streams of athletes are 
treated the same way. They train 
hard, have fun and develop some 

awesome gymnastics skills!

BTYC 
Gymnastics

Gymnasts in the Gymstar 
program are expected to compete 

in various competitions around 
Melbourne. These competitions 

are a great opportunity to further 
develop the gymnast’s confidence 
and gain performance experience. 
The competition season is held in 

between the middle of July and 
the end of October & 

competitions are usually held on a 
Sunday. Gymstar athletes are 
expected to compete in four 

competitions per year. 

COMPETITIONSSTREAMS





Check 
us out!

TRAINING
 Girls in the Gymstar program at 

BTYC will train between two 
hours and nine hours per week 

depending on their level. It is not 
unusual for girls to take more than 
one year to successfully complete 

each level. With a low hours 
training schedule, it is hard work 
for the girls to learn all the skills 

and routines necessary for six 
apparatus as well as the important 

strength and development skills 
for the next level. 

LEVELS
Gymstar levels at BTYC are from 

2-10, broken down into three 
categories called Junior, 

Intermediate/Challenge & Senior.  
At the Junior Levels of 2 & 3, we 

aim to teach correct techniques & 
develop strength and presentation. 

The girls gain experience at 
competitions while having fun and 

participating to the best of their 
ability.  At the Intermediate & 

Challenge levels of 4-6, we aim for 
perfection and extension. The girls  

demonstrate proficiently a broad 
range of skills, strength and 
flexibility as well as practice 

working independently. At the 
Senior levels of 7-10, we work on 

developing more challenging skills 
to add to their repertoire. They are 
allowed to set personal tasks and 
goals as well as develop their own 
individual routines which help to 

enhance their creativity and 
imagination.

Gymstar at BTYC is all about 
being your best, working hard and 

achieving your goals. The girls 
have fun and perform well. We 

expect great things from our 
Gymstar athletes and they 

always deliver! 

STAR POWER

Gymstar classes at BTYC are by 
invitation only, but if your 

daughter is interested in this 
program, then you are welcome to 

ring the office and book in 
an assessment. 




